Supershedders have been suggested to be major drivers of transmission of Escherichia coli O157:H7 (E. coli O157:H7) among cattle in feedlot environments, despite our relatively limited knowledge of the processes that govern periods of high shedding within an individual animal. In this study, we attempt a data-driven approach, estimating the key characteristics of high shedding behaviour, including effects on transmission to other animals, directly from a study of natural E. coli O157:H7 infection of cattle in a research feedlot, in order to develop an evidence-based definition of supershedding. In contrast to the hypothesized role of supershedders, we found that high shedding individuals only modestly increased the risk of transmission: individuals shedding over 10 3 cfu g 21 faeces were estimated to pose a risk of transmission only 2.45 times greater than those shedding below that level. The data suggested that shedding above 10 3 cfu g 21 faeces was the most appropriate definition of supershedding behaviour and under this definition supershedding was surprisingly common, with an estimated prevalence of 31.3% in colonized individuals. We found no evidence that environmental contamination by faeces of shedding cattle contributed to transmission over timescales longer than 3 days and preliminary evidence that higher stocking density increased the risk of transmission.
Introduction
Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli O157:H7 (E. coli O157:H7) continue to present a serious threat to public health in many countries around the world [1] [2] [3] . The pathogen is associated with severe haemorrhagic diarrhoea and serious sequelae which can result in loss of life [4, 5] . Cattle are considered the main reservoir host [6, 7] since the emergence of E. coli O157:H7 in 1982 [8] , considerable efforts have been made to reduce the risk of zoonotic transmission via food and environmental pathways, prompting the development of interventions such as vaccination [9, 10] . Infection in cattle has major consequences for international trade in animal products, particularly meat from cattle, and this, combined with the direct public health costs, presents a major burden to the economies of many countries [11] .
Mathematical models have been used to inform the design and impact of interventions [12] [13] [14] , understand transmission dynamics in dairy [15, 16] and beef [17, 18] production systems, and determine the key processes that drive infection dynamics [16, 19] . To date, much of the modelling has been carried out by constructing and simulating from mechanistic models [16] and, fitting these models to experimental infection data [20] or cross-sectional data on prevalence and concentration of E. coli O157:H7 in cattle faeces [19] .
, for an extended period [21, 22] . They are considered to be responsible for a disproportionate amount of transmission. For example, using data from Scotland [23] , high shedders, defined as greater than or equal to 3 Â 10 3 cfu g 21 faeces were estimated to constitute 8% of the cattle but 99% of the bacteria shed. It has been suggested that these high shedders represent those animals that are colonized at the recto-anal junction (RAJ), whereas the subset of low shedders are not colonized, and in some way represent a distinct process, whereby non-colonized animals amplify E. coli O157:H7 elsewhere in the gut lumen and shed more briefly [1] . However, some important questions remain: is there robust evidence for the presence of a distinct, identifiable sub-population of cattle that are colonized and shed at high levels for a prolonged period and, if so, how important are these animals for ongoing transmission and maintenance of this pathogen in groups of animals?
In this study, we present a formal consideration of the relationship between the concentration of E. coli O157:H7 shed in faeces and transmission, using the results from a large-scale study of natural infection in feedlot cattle [22] and fitting Bayesian susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) models that consider in detail the relationship between shedding and R 0 , and the characteristics of the tests used to detect shedding cattle. We derive the relationship between shedding and transmission and provide new insight into the role played by 'supershedders' in the maintenance of infection in cattle populations. Finally, we consider an appropriate definition of 'supershedding'.
Material and methods

Experimental data collection
The data originate from a study of naturally occurring infection in feedlot cattle, described elsewhere [22] . In brief, 20 pens of eight steers were sampled approximately twice weekly over a 13-week grain feeding period. Animals were held in small research pens located on a working commercial feedlot with over 10 000 animals on the premises. The pens were non-adjacent, so that animals could only come into physical contact with their pen-mates. On each sampling date, samples consisted of a recto-anal mucosal swab (RAMS) sample [24] and a sample of freshly passed manure. Each sample was tested by PCR for the presence of E. coli O157:H7 and the shedding level measured by bacteriologic cultures as described [22] . The 12 pens in the north of the facility measured 6 Â 17 m (102 m 2 ), whereas the eight south pens measured 6 Â 37 m (222 m 2 ).
Transmission model
A discrete time SIS transmission model (figure 1) was used to model the spread of infection through a pen. In this framework, each individual is assumed to belong to one of two states for each day in the study: either susceptible or colonized (infected). Colonized individuals were assumed to shed sufficient quantities of bacteria to infect other individuals in the pen, possibly indirectly via the environment, and so being colonized was assumed to be the same as being infectious. Likewise we did not allow for any potential immunity, and so being uncolonized was assumed to be the same as being susceptible to infection. We denote the colonization status of individual i in pen p on day t by X p,i,t (for p ¼ 1,. . .,20, i ¼ 1,. . .,8, t ¼ 1,. . .,99), where X p,i,t ¼ 1 if the individual was colonized and X p,i,t ¼ 0 otherwise.
Susceptible individuals were assumed to be at risk from colonization from both unmeasured sources outside of the pen (contaminated feed, wildlife, etc.) and other colonized individuals within the pen. We assumed that the probability a susceptible individual avoids being colonized from sources outside of the pen on any given day was e 2a : the probability of observing no events in 1 time unit of a Poisson process with rate a. This parametrization therefore allows a to be interpreted as the colonization rate from outside of the pen.
The main aim of this study was to quantify the relationship between the risk of colonization and shedding. We assume the probability that an individual in pen p which is susceptible on day t avoids colonization on day t þ 1 from individual j is given by expf2bf p,j,t (X p,j,1:t )g, where the function f p,j,t characterizes the total force of infection from material shed between days 1 and t by individual j in pen p and X p,i,1:t denotes the vector (X p,i,1 ,. . .,X p,i,t ). Therefore, the probability that an individual susceptible on day t avoids colonization on day t þ 1 is given by
These assumptions yield a non-Markovian model that has the potential to allow infectious material to accumulate in the environment and cause colonizations later in the study. Note that we do not distinguish between different transmission pathways, so that all within-pen colonizations (direct contact between animals, or indirect transmission via the pen floor, the water trough etc.) are captured by the parameter b. We assumed that the rate of colonization between the study pens was negligible. The north pens and the south pens were of significantly different sizes and so we allowed for different transmission rates in these two environments, denoted by b N and b S , respectively. Once colonized, individuals were assumed to remain so for a number of days that followed a negative binomial distribution with shape parameter r and mean duration m. More precisely, for r . 0, m . 1 and k ¼ 1,2,. . .,
where 1 k is a vector of k ones. This non-standard parametrization ensures that the minimum duration of colonization is 1 day, the mean duration is m and the variance is m21 þ (m21) 2 /r. Finally, we assumed that at the start of the study each animal was colonized independently with probability p. Very little is known about the internal processes that govern RAJ colonization and the resulting shedding behaviour. Many existing studies have been cross-sectional and are therefore uninformative regarding the duration and intensity of shedding during a typical colonization episode. In this study, we circumvented the need to model such processes internal to the animal by splitting the observed data (the RAMS counts and faecal counts) into two parts. First, we used exponential smoothing to bridge the gaps between the tests and to combine the RAMS counts with the faecal counts. Where there were only negative tests we inserted the detection limit of the tests so that the output can be interpreted as the estimated shedding level over time conditional on the animal being colonized. Second, in an entirely separate inferential step, we fitted the SIS transmission model described in §2.2 to the binary outcomes of the RAMS and faecal tests (i.e. simply whether or not E. coli O157:H7 was detected). Since each putative E. coli O157:H7 isolate was confirmed by multiple phenotypic and genetic markers [22] , we assumed that both the RAMS and the faecal tests had 100% specificity. We estimated both test sensitivities separately, with parameters u R for the RAMS test and u F for the faecal test. Note that these sensitivities represent the sensitivity of the whole sample acquisition and testing procedure and not simply the laboratory benchmark sensitivity, which could reasonably be assumed to be the same for both tests. We also assumed that the tests were conditionally independent given the colonization status of the animal. Under these assumptions if either the RAMS or the faecal test were positive then the animal must have been colonized. If neither of the tests were positive, the animal may still have been colonized, but neither of the tests was sufficiently sensitive to detect it.
Estimating shedding levels
Exponential smoothing was used to estimate the shedding level on each day for each animal, conditional on the animal being colonized. First, we examined only the cases where both the RAMS and the faecal samples were positive. The mean for RAMS was 4.589 log 10 cfu g 21 and the mean for the faecal samples was 3.306, 1.283 lower. This difference is likely to be from the dilution of the bacteria from the RAJ colonization site by faeces. Therefore, for the purposes of combining these two counts into an overall shedding level we subtract 1.283 from each of the RAMS counts to bring them onto the same scale as the faecal counts.
The shedding level of individual i in pen p on day t was given by
where T i,p is the index set for all of the RAMS and faecal tests for individual i in pen p; o k is the kth observation and w k (t) is the weight of observation k. When only one of the two tests was positive then the negative test was given a weight of zero. When neither test was positive, then since we wish to interpret the count as the shedding level given that the animal is positive, we included a single observation with the detection limit of the RAMS sample, which equated to 0.64 log 10 cfu g 21 faeces. The weight function w k (t) was calculated using w k ðtÞ / expðÀljt À t k jÞ, where t k is the day sample o k was taken. The weights were normalized to sum to 1. Finally, l was chosen to be log(2) so that the influence of each observation halved with each additional day moved away from it.
Relating shedding to colonization
The principal aim of this study was to characterize the relationship between episodes of high shedding and the risk of colonization. We assumed that individuals that shed above a certain quantity contribute a relative increase in risk.
The threshold t can be either chosen to match a prespecified definition of a supershedder or derived directly from the data. We considered the following predefined values for t : 2, 2.717, 3, 3.333, 3.477 and 4 log 10 cfu g 21 for the faecal test (table 2) .
Extended model: environmental accumulation and decay
We extended the model in 2.5 so that infectious material shed earlier in the study can accumulate in the environment and retain some risk of infection. It was assumed that the risk reduced by a fixed proportion d each day, resulting in a geometric decay in risk. 
Model fitting
The models described in §2.5 and 2.6 were fitted in a Bayesian framework using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In all cases prior distributions were chosen to be relatively uninformative. Parameters representing probabilities (u R , u F and p) were given beta(1,1) priors and updated using Gibbs steps. Parameters on finite domains, such as d and t, were given uniform priors. The remaining parameters (table 1) with domains on [0,1) were given gamma(1,1) priors and updated in blocks using multivariate normal Metropolis-Hastings proposals. Appropriate proposal covariance matrices were estimated from pilot runs. The hidden colonization status X p,i,t was updated using an adaptation of the method of O'Neill and Roberts [25] , described in the electronic supplementary material.
Results
Raw data
Escherichia coli O157:H7 was isolated in all 20 study pens, with an average prevalence of 13.5% in north pens and 11.2% in south pens. The RAMS tests (473 positives) were found to be more sensitive than the faecal samples (283 positives). Figure 2a ,c shows the time courses of positive tests for pens 7 and 8, which contain four of the five supershedders as defined in Cobbold et al. [22] . Plots for the remaining pens are given in the electronic supplementary material. Figure 2b ,d shows the level of shedding for the two individuals highlighted in figure 2a,c. To ensure comparability between RAMS and faecal levels, the RAMS levels have been adjusted to the same scale as the faecal tests in order to account for the dilution of the bacteria with faeces. Using their definition of a supershedder (an individual with mean shedding level greater than 4 log 10 cfu per positive RAMS and at least four consecutive positive RAMS), Cobbold et al. [22] identified five supershedding animals contained in three pens. In this study, we reconsidered the concept of identifying individual animals as supershedders and instead focus on supershedding behaviour, which we define to be periods of time in which shedding exceeds a certain threshold. We considered both a list of predefined thresholds for supershedding (table 2) and a threshold estimated from the data.
Smoothed shedding levels
The first stage of our analysis was to estimate the shedding level of each animal for each day in the study, given that it was colonized, via exponential smoothing. The smoothed shedding levels for two animals are given in figure 2. When both the RAMS and faecal tests were negative, we assumed that the animal was shedding at the detection limit of the RAMS given that it was colonized. Plots of the smoothed shedding levels for every animal are given in the electronic supplementary material.
Natural history parameters
The primary focus for this study was in developing an appropriate model to relate the risk of colonization to the shedding level. Nonetheless fitting an explicit transmission model allowed us to estimate several biologically interesting parameters relating to the natural history of E. coli O157:H7 colonization and the study procedures. These parameters appear in all of the models and since their inferred values were broadly unaltered by the choice of supershedding threshold (t), we summarize the results here from the model described in 2.5, in which the value of t was inferred from the data. Posterior summaries and parameter interpretations are given in table 1.
We estimated the posterior median colonization period to be 9.6 days, with a posterior median shape parameter of 1.5. We also estimated that 9.8% of the animals were colonized at the start of the study. The posterior median test sensitivity of the RAMS was estimated to be 78% and the faecal test 47%.
We inferred the posterior probability of colonization for every animal in every day of the study. Animal 6 in pen 8 is given as a typical example in figure 3a, with the RAMS and faecal tests superimposed at 1 if positive and at 0 if negative. Full details of these posterior distributions are given in the supplement.
Colonization parameters
The posterior median rate of external transmission was 0.009 which implies each pen receives one external infectious contact on average every 14.5 days. In the north pens, the posterior median of the within-pen colonization rate was 0.011, which implies that a single colonized individual within the pen exerts approximately the same infectious pressure as all of the external sources of infection. In the south pens the within-pen colonization rate was roughly half that of the north pens, recalling that the south pens were approximately twice the area of the north pens. The posterior median of the ratio b N /b S was 2.41 (95% CI 1.31-5.70). Figure 3c shows the posterior distribution of the supershedding threshold t. Recall that individuals shedding at rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 12: 20150446 levels above t pose a relative risk r times that of individuals shedding below t. The posterior distribution of r is given in figure 3d . The joint posterior distribution of r and t (given in the electronic supplementary material) reveals that when t . 4 the shape of the posterior follows the shape of the prior distribution and so the data were only weakly informative about the risk posed by individuals shedding above this level. Clearly, the supershedding threshold t and the relative risk r are highly dependent parameters, and so to better illustrate their relationship we have calculated the posterior expected reproduction function (figure 3b). The reproduction function is an extension of the basic reproduction number R 0 stratified as a function of the level of shedding. We define the reproduction function to be the expected number of secondary colonizations that would result from a single colonized individual shedding at a fixed level throughout their colonization period, in an otherwise uncolonized pen. This quantity encapsulates all of the epidemic parameters except for the external transmission rate, and has the property that where the reproduction function is greater than one the level of transmission within the pen is sufficient to result in a sustained outbreak without any external contributions.
Fixed supershedding threshold
We wished to explore further the effect that different definitions of supershedding would have on the risk posed by supershedders. We refitted the model with supershedding threshold fixed at a range of predefined values.
When 
Extended model: environmental accumulation and decay
Finally, we consider an extended model described in 2.6 in which faecal material accumulates in the environment once it has been shed, before decaying away. This allows individuals to become colonized from animals that were shedding earlier in the study but are not shedding contemporaneously. Figure 4 displays the posterior distribution for the half-life of risk attributed to faecal material shed into the environment. The posterior median half-life for the risk of colonization was 0.45 days (95% CI: 0.15-1.68). The majority of the posterior distribution lies shorter than 2 days, which is less than the shortest interval between tests. Therefore, there is no evidence from these data that faecal material shed into the environment posed a risk of colonization to other animals in the pen for substantial amounts of time after it had been shed. Posterior distributions for the remaining parameters (given in the electronic supplementary material) are remarkably similar to the ones for the model without environmental accumulation.
Discussion
The three key findings from this study are that (i) supershedding individuals appear to pose approximately double the risk of transmission resulting in colonization, compared with low shedding individuals; (ii) a data-driven estimate for the definition of a supershedding threshold was 3 log 10 cfu g 21 faeces; and (iii) there was no evidence of environmental transmission occurring over timescales longer than 2 days. Finding (i) contrasts sharply with the prevailing view expressed in the literature on supershedders of E. coli O157:H7, that as high shedding animals are expelling several orders of magnitude more bacteria, then their risk of transmission must be raised by a similar amount [19] . Our finding appeared to be robust to whether the threshold for supershedding was estimated from the data (figure 3d) or whether it was predetermined (table 2). Even low-dose exposures have been shown to lead to colonizations in challenge studies [30, 31] , and this might explain why the risk of colonization was not strongly related to the number of bacteria shed. It has been suggested that interventions targeting high shedding individuals would be disproportionally effective [19, 22] but our results suggest that such interventions would not reduce within-herd transmission by as much as anticipated.
Our results do suggest a potential intervention to reduce transmission within pens. The south pens were 2.18 times the area of the north pens, and the transmission rate 2.41 times lower in the south pens. This might suggest reducing animal density as a means to reduce within-pen transmission in the feedlot environment. It was notable that in the south pens the reproduction functions were generally below one, implying that infection from outside the pen was necessary for the infection to persist in the pen. The animal densities in these study pens approximate those of high-density (north pens) and low-density (south pens) commercial feedlot pens, so the range of stocking density here is directly relevant to those in use in the industry [32] . Furthermore, the use of increased stocking density during summer months as a management tool to reduce feedlot dust emissions [33, 34] roughly correlates with the higher average E. coli O157:H7 faecal prevalence in feedlot cattle during that period [35] . Our study was not designed to investigate pen area as a risk factor for transmission, however, our data are supported by a previous study in which it was observed that cattle density within feedlot pens correlated with the prevalence of faecal E. coli O157:H7 shedding [36] . On the other hand, Renter et al. [37] did not detect an effect of confinement on the prevalence of faecal shedding of E. coli O157:H7 by cattle when comparing feedlot and pastured cattle, after controlling for the younger age of the feedlot cattle. It may be that there are different drivers of transmission in pasture environments, such as infection from wild animals and increased contact between cattle around water sources. Cobbold et al. [22] defined a supershedder to be an individual with a mean RAMS greater than 4 log 10 cfu swab 21 with at least four consecutive RAMS tests. Although this definition characterizes individuals that are colonized at the RAJ with high levels of bacteria and for a sustained period, there are two important drawbacks with this as a general definition of supershedding. First, it is difficult to generalize to crosssectional studies or longitudinal studies with a different sampling frequency because of the requirement for four consecutive positive tests. Second, because the average RAMS level is taken over all positive tests in the study it will regress towards the mean shedding level as greater numbers of positives appear. Consequently, this definition actually favours individuals with fewer positives. There is clear evidence of this effect in figure 2 , where three of the four supershedders identified by Cobbold et al. (labelled on the left-hand side with 'SS') have close to the minimum number of positive RAMS tests-just four consecutive ones. The remaining supershedder identified in the study also had four positive RAMS tests (not shown).
These considerations motivate the need for a more generalizable definition of supershedding behaviour. There remains little evidence from longitudinal studies on how long supershedding behaviour persists in individual animals. It is certainly not well established that individuals identified to be shedding at high levels will again shed at high levels after a period free from colonization. Cattle infected by E. coli O157:H7 respond with specific mucosal and systemic immune responses, and these responses may contribute to clearance of infection [38, 39] . However, cattle have been shown to be susceptible to recolonization shortly after clearance in both observational and experimental studies, albeit often accompanied by faecal shedding reduced in level and duration [40, 41] . Therefore, the process through which individual animals clear colonization remains undefined. One hypothesis might be that supershedding is the indirect result of interactions between different components of the RAJ microbiome which permits temporary or persistent dominance by E. coli O157:H7. Likewise, the process of decolonization may be the result of changes in the competing bacterial flora at the RAJ, perhaps acting in concert with RAJ mucosal immune responses.
These considerations lead us to suggest moving away from the idea that individual animals can be categorized as supershedders, but instead that supershedding behaviour is a transient property that can appear and disappear over time. We propose that supershedding behaviour be defined by achieving a single shedding level above a certain threshold. Ideally, the shedding level would be measured using the RAMS test as we found it to be more sensitive than the faecal test and it is presumably more specific to RAJ colonization. However, since faecal sampling is more widespread and far easier to undertake, we have described our results in terms of this test. All that remains is to decide on an appropriate threshold.
A (table 2) . However, note that there is considerable uncertainty in the posterior distribution of the supershedding threshold (figure 3c), and so this finding will be worth re-evaluating as more evidence becomes available. The raw prevalence, based on samples in which at least one of the two tests was positive, was 12.6%. The posterior expected prevalence, which takes into account colonized animals that failed to test positive was 14.6%. Using 10 3 cfu g 21 faeces as the threshold for supershedding behaviour, we find a prevalence of supershedding behaviour of 4.6% and hence the prevalence of supershedding behaviour during colonization was 31.3%. The abundance of supershedding behaviour adds further weight to the idea that supershedding may not be particularly exceptional or influential to transmission and is therefore somewhat misnamed. In §3.6, an extended model was fitted which had the ability to capture the accumulation and removal of bacteria in the environment as the study progressed. In particular, the risk of infection from faeces continued beyond the day on which it was shed. This model estimated that the half-life for the risk of colonization from faeces (figure 4) was 0.45 days. This is much smaller than existing survival estimates in experimental settings, such as survival in soils [42, 43] and on farmyard material surfaces [44] . We found no significant risk of colonization beyond 2 or 3 days after shedding, which coincides with the shortest time interval between tests in our study. Consequently, there was not the temporal resolution in our dataset to determine whether the risk of infection was spread across a few days or concentrated around the time that shedding occurs. However, the data appear to contain no evidence of longerterm risk of transmission. For reasons of parsimony it therefore appears most sensible to use a Markovian transmission model, in which the risk of transmission occurs only on the day of shedding, because such models require fewer parameters.
If we link together the findings that the risk of transmission is not strongly linked to the level of shedding, but it is related to pen area, then this could support the hypothesis that ingestion of faecal material from the pen floor is the prevailing risk factor for within-pen transmission. In particular the density of recent faecal pats on the pen floor (irrespective of the concentration of bacteria within the faeces) may be worth further investigation as a driver of transmission within the feedlot environment.
The two diagnostic tests produced very different posterior median sensitivity estimates: 0.78 (95% CI 0.73 -0.82) for the RAMS and 0.46 (95% CI 0.42 -0.51) for the faecal test. Note that these sensitivities encompass the whole sampling procedure (sample capture, transportation and laboratory work); and not just the laboratory benchmark sensitivity, which could reasonably be assumed to be the same for both tests. The faecal test sensitivity is likely to be lower because of the dilution of the bacteria with faeces, which coincides with most of the existing literature [24, 45, 46] , but not all [47] [48] [49] . It is unsurprising that there is some variation between studies as the sensitivity is likely to depend strongly on the exact sampling protocol and study design.
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An obvious weakness with the models discussed in this paper is the assumption that the sensitivity of the RAMS and faecal tests does not depend on the shedding level of the animal. A priori we would expect that high shedding individuals would be easier to detect than individuals shedding at levels close to the detection limit of the tests and this should be addressed in future modelling work. A further weakness is that the model does not account for any uncertainty in the shedding levels, which were estimated via exponential smoothing in a separate inferential step. Ideally the shedding level would be estimated concurrently with the colonization status, but to do so would require the model to describe the way that shedding levels evolve through time within an individual animal. At present, there is not enough available data or understanding of the biological processes involved to parametrize such a model.
External validity
The data used in this study come from research pens of eight cattle which, because of their small size, may not entirely reflect the dynamics of transmission within the much larger pens used in commercial feedlots, although pen densities are likely to be comparable. However, the research pens were located outside on a fully operational commercial feedlot and, except for the sampling procedures, the treatment was the same as for the full-scale commercial setting. The costs of performing such intensive sampling on commercial scale pens would be prohibitive and so having sufficient data to reconstruct the transmission dynamics must necessarily come at a cost to external validity. A recent review [50] highlighted only one longitudinal study with larger pen sizes [27] with an average pen size of 31.9, however, the sampling frequency was once per month, which would make reconstructing the transmission process between tests extremely challenging from these data. Our observations regarding the effects of supershedder thresholds and animal density on transmission rates are plausible but should be applied tentatively to other cattle production systems or to other host-agent systems for which supershedders are proposed to play a role.
To our knowledge this study has been the first to employ a data-driven approach to characterize supershedding behaviour. Although our findings were based on data from only one study on a much smaller scale than a commercial feedlot, our modelling approach could readily be applied to more comprehensive longitudinal datasets as they emerge. In contrast to previous efforts to model the effects of supershedders, we report here little support for dramatically higher effects of these animals in driving transmission. In addition, our data give little indication that individual cattle persistently exhibit supershedder behaviour but rather, are consistent with periodic or episodic supershedding among many or most colonized cattle.
